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POWER RANGERS - Five teenagers discovering Ranger Power Coins deep within a
mine
To be released April 05, 2017 in FRANCE
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USPA NEWS - 'Power Rangers' s a 2017 American superhero film based on the team of the same name. It is the third film of the
Power Rangers film Franchise, and is a Reboot that features the main characters of the original Power Rangers television series,
portrayed by a new cast....

'Power Rangers' s a 2017 American superhero film based on the team of the same name. It is the third film of the Power Rangers film
Franchise, and is a Reboot that features the main characters of the original Power Rangers television series, portrayed by a new cast.

Directed : Dean Israelite
Produced by : Haim Saban, Brian Casentini, Marty Bowen, Wyck Godfrey
Screenplay by : John Gatins
Based on : Power Rangers by Haim Saban & Super Sentai by Toei Company
Starring : Dacre Montgomery, Naomi Scott, RJ Cyler, Becky G, Ludi Lin, Bill Hader, Bryan Cranston, Elizabeth Banks
Distributed by : Lionsgate
Running time : 124 minutes
Release Dates : March 22, 2017 (Regency Village Theater), March 24, 2017 (United States), April 05, 2017 (France)

THE STORY

It is the third film of the Power Rangers film franchise, and is a reboot that features the main characters of the original Power Rangers
television series. It is the first blockbuster film to feature LGBTQ and autistic superheroes.

A group of warriors on prehistoric Earth, the Power Rangers, were tasked with protecting life on Earth and the Zeo Crystal. However,
the Green Ranger, Rita Repulsa, betrayed them. The Red Ranger, Zordon, takes the Rangers' power source, the Power Coins, and
hides them, while ordering his assistant Alpha 5 to perform a meteor strike that kills Zordon, sends Rita to the bottom of the sea, and
destroys the dinosaurs.

In modern Angel Grove; five teenagers discover the Power Coins. While escaping from the police, their car is hit by a train and the five
find themselves at home the next day, and discover they have been granted superhuman abilities. Elsewhere, Rita Repulsa's body is
found. Upon awakening, she goes on a rampage, taking every piece of gold that she can find in order to raise her minion Goldar to find
the Zeo Crystal....

OUR REVIEW

Five teenagers discover the Ranger Power Coins deep within a mine. The power of these coloured coins transforms them from
outcasts to superheroes overnight. However, with power comes responsibility... The young warriors are assigned the task of saving
mankind by defending Earth´s Zeo Crystal from a former Green Ranger gone rogue.

Power Rangers is an upgraded installment that predominantly caters to the kids. Sadly, it is a bit unexciting and dated to attract or
inspire the youngsters. Even diehard fans of the series may find the film underwhelming. I wast making tall promises and leading on to
believe something huge is in store.

The result is a film about Young Heroes who battle giant monsters with robot dinosaurs in which an hour and 34 minutes pass before
those Heroes actually get into their Hero costumes and fight Rita Repulsa (a 65-million-year-old former Green Ranger who has gone
rogue. She formed (during the film) the monster Goldar while (at the same time) was attempting to steal the Zeo Crystal, an artifact
that channels the Morphing Grid dimension and also gives the Power Rangers their powers....
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